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Important

● Please read this manual carefully before using this product, and operate strictly in accordance 
with the manual.

● Please do not try to disassemble, modify or repair the aircraft by yourself, please contact 
authorized agent if necessary.

● Finding 'colleague' ' manual' on Enjoy-Fly2  APP to download the manual .

● This instruction is updated without prior notice.
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1.  Flight environment requirements
● Do not �y the aircraft in bad weather such as high winds, snow, rain, foggy weather, etc.

● Do not �y in the no-�y zone restricted by relevant laws or regulations.

● Choose a wide, open place with no tall buildings surrounded as a �ight site. Buildings that 
use a lot of steel bars may a�ect the compass work and block GPS signals resulting in poor 
positioning or even inability to locate the aircraft.

● This product uses 5.8GHz high-de�nition image transmission, and should be �own in an open 
environment without occlusion and electromagnetic interference.

● Do not �y in areas that have high-voltage lines, communication base stations or transmission 
towers, etc. to avoid signal interference of the remote controller.

● After the aircraft starts, please stay away from high-speed rotating parts (such as propellers, 
motors, etc.)

●When �ying, please keep aircraft in sight, away from obstacles, crowds, water, etc.

● When �ying, if the aircraft is working in the GPS mode, and the video transmission screen 
freezes or is lost, please use the automatic return function immediately to let the aircraft return 
on its own. If do not know the position of the aircraft and the surrounding conditions, user will 
have a high probability of crashing the aircraft if operate the remote control rashly.

● Please pay attention to the orientation of the aircraft at all times. The direction controlled by 
the remote control is always executed with the direction of the nose as the front.

● If not pro�cient in manually controlling the aircraft, it is strongly recommended to use the one 
button takeo� and landing function, and the aircraft will automatically take o� or land. and 
operate the joystick of the remote control carefully, any slight movement of the joystick will 
cause the aircraft to move signi�cantly, and it is not recommended to operate the joystick in a 
large way.

● And operate the joystick of the remote control carefully, any slight movement of the joystick 
will cause the aircraft to move signi�cantly, and it is not recommended to operate the joystick 
in a large way.

● When the GPS is interfered, the positioning e�ect of the aircraft will be deteriorated or even 
impossible to locate, so that the aircraft is out of control.

●When �ying above 4000m altitude, the performance of the aircraft battery and power system 
will be degraded due to environmental factors, thus the �ight performance will be a�ected. 
Please �y with caution.

● GPS is not available for �ight in Arctic circle and Antarctic circle.

● This product is suitable for people who have experience in operating models or related 
products and are not younger than 14 years old.
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2.  Disclaimer and Warning
● The use of aircraft has certain safety risks, which is only applicable to people aged 14 and 

above who have experience in operating models or related products,Do not let children touch 
the aircraft. Please be careful when operating in the scene where children appear.Before using 
this product, please read this document carefully and operate in strict accordance with the 
instructions. This statement is applicable to the safe use of this product and legal rights and 
interests has an important impact.

● This product is a multi-rotor aircraft, which will provide a comfortable �ight experience when 
the power supply works normally and all parts are not damaged,The Company reserves the 
right to update this disclaimer.

● Be sure to read this document carefully before using the product to understand the legal 
rights, responsibilities and safety instructions; Otherwise, it may cause property loss, safety 
accidents and personal safety hazards. Once use this product, users are deemed to have 
understood, recognized and accepted all terms and contents of this statement. Users promise 
to be responsible for their actions and all consequences arising therefrom. The user promises 
to use this product only for legitimate purposes, and agrees to these terms and any relevant 
policies or guidelines that the company may formulate. To the maximum extent permitted 
by law, in no event shall the company be liable for any indirect, consequential, punitive, 
incidental, special or penal damages, including any shall be held liable for any loss su�ered by 
the product (even if the company has been advised of the possibility of such loss).

● The laws of some countries may prohibit the disclaimer of warranty terms, so the rights 
may vary from country to country. In the case of compliance with laws and regulations, the 
company reserves the right of �nal interpretation of the above terms. The company reserves 
the right to modify this article without prior notice terms are updated, revised or terminated.

3.  Know the aircraft
Aircraft adopts the mainstream light weight and foldable design. Under the premise of ensuring �ight 
performance and user experience, it is unprecedentedly convenient to use and carry.

Aircraft is equipped with GPS/GLONASS/BeiDou three-mode satellite positioning and navigation 
system, which makes �ying more accurate and safer. The aircraft is equipped with an optical �ow 
positioning system, which can achieve stable �ight and hovering at ultra-low altitude or indoors.

Aircraft is equipped with three-axis mechanical anti-shake and stabilized gimbals, which can shoot 4K 
high-de�nition videos and 8-megapixel photos stably. During the �ight, adjust the shooting angle of 
the camera to obtain a unique perspective and composition, and take unique photos and videos.,it 
will get a better aerial photography experience

Aircraft adopts self-developed leading �ight control system to provide intelligent, stable and safe 
�ight. It can realize intelligent �ight functions such as automatic return, orbital �ight, intelligent follow-
up, waypoint �ight, etc.

Enjoy-Fly2 supports mobile phones with Android and IOS operating systems. After downloading 
and installing Enjoy-Fly2, users can realize various operations and settings of �ight and camera by 
controlling The remote control and APP. Information such as real-time shooting pictures and �ight 
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parameters can be displayed on the mobile device during �ight. users can easily obtain small videos 
with unique e�ects.

Aircraft has a maximum �ight speed of 50km/h, a maximum �ight time of 26 minutes, and a 
maximum �ight distance of 3000m.

1).   Aircraft diagram
Note:

1.  Before using the aircraft, please read the "Operation Guide" carefully, and watch related videos 
on the "college" page in the Enjoy-Fly2 App to avoid property damage or even personal injury 
due to improper operation.

2.  High-speed rotating motors and propellers are dangerous. The operator should keep a safe 
distance from the aircraft and keep the aircraft away from crowds, buildings, trees or other 
obstacles to avoid collisions.

2).  LEDs and status indicator of aircraft

The indicator light on the rear battery of the aircraft is used to indicate the current status of the �ight 
control system during �ight.

Please refer to the table below for the status of �ght control system indicated by di�erent color of 
lights.

e f d b

ba c d

c

a

ji

g

h

a   CW motor  

b   CW propeller 

c   CCW propeller

d   CCW motor

e   Foot stool 

f   Gimbal & camera

g   Flight status indicator light

h   Aircraft power indicator

i   4G module expansion interface

j   Micro SD card slot
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Flight status indicator – LED

No. Indicator light Status

1 Flashing blue light RC and aircraft is not paired,GPS is not located

2 Solid blue light RC and aircraft is not paired,GPS is located

3 Solid green light RC and aircraft is paired,GPS is located

4 Flashing green light RC and aircraft is paired,GPS is not located

5 Red and blue light �ashing alternately Horizontal calibration process

6 Red and green light �ashing alternately Vertical calibration process

7 Solid red light Serious error

8 Flashing red light Low battery alarm

9 Red light �ashes doubly Alarm for severe low battery.

10 Green light �ashes doubly Optical �ow system is located

11 Blue and green light �ashes alternately Compass data error

4.  Know the remote control
The remote control must be used with the aircraft.

The remote control has a built-in digital image transmission system, and after connecting to a 
mobile device, the high-de�nition picture and �ight data can be displayed on the mobile phone in 
real time through the App. Through the joystick and various function buttons on the remote control, 
the aircraft and camera can be controlled within a communication distance of up to 3000m (FCC 
compliant version, unobstructed and uninterrupted environment).

The telescopic foldable phone holder located at the bottom of the remote control is used to place 
the phone. The rocker is detachable for easy packing and carrying.

The remote control has a built-in rechargeable lithium battery with a capacity of 2600mAh, and the 
longest working time is not less than 2.5 hours.

1).  Remote control diagram

a  Gimbal adjustment: Control the angle of the 
camera.

b  Photo button: Press to take a picture.

c  USB port: For charging.  

d  Video button: Press to start/stop recording the 
video.

e  Zoom button: Press and hold this button and pull 
out a  at the same time to adjust the zoom of 
the camera, and the picture will be enlarged or 
reduced accordingly. 

f  Antenna: Transmit aircraft control and image 
wireless signals.

c d

a

b

g h

l m n

j

e f f i 

ok
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2).  Status indicator of remote control

There are two groups of LEDs on the remote control panel, one LED on the left side is used to 
indicate the current aircraft connection status, and four LEDs on the right side are used to indicate 
the current remote control power. The LEDs are illuminated in the following way and their meanings 
are described below. 

Connection status indicator -- LED
No. Indicator light Sound Status

1 Solid green light Not RC and aircraft is paired.

2 Solid red light Not RC and aircraft is not paired.

Power indicator -- LED
No. Indicator light Sound Status

1 Flashing green light during Not Charging.

2 Solid green light during charging Not Charging complete.

3 Solid green light Not The remote controller is working normally.

4 Green light �ashes slowly B-B-B-······ Low battery alarm, please charge.

5 Green light �ashes doubly B-B-B-······
The remote controller is idle for more than 9 minutes 

  yllacitamotua sraeppasid tpmorp eht ;no-rewop retfa
once operate.

3).  Joystick Mode

The more commonly used remote control joystick control modes are right-hand throttle mode (Mode 
1, i.e. Japanese hand) and left-hand throttle mode (Mode 2, i.e. American hand). The factory setting 
of the remote control is left-handed throttle mode (Mode 2, i.e. American hand). This manual also 
takes the left-hand throttle mode (Mode 2, i.e. American hand) as an example to explain the control 
method of the remote control.

The operation methods are as follows.

(1).  Mode 1

g  Connection status indicator: When the green 
light is always on, the aircraft is connected, 
and when the red light is always on, the 
aircraft is not connected.

h  Power indicator

i  Power switch: Short press: check the battery 
power,Long press: turn on/o� the remote 
controller.

j Data wire port: Connect the RC and phone.

k   Left joystick

l  One key takeo� / landing: Press this button 

before takeo�, and the aircraft will takeo� 
automatically;Press this button after takeo�, 
and the aircraft will land automatically.

m Sport mode switch: When it’s o�, aircraft is 
normal speed mode .When it’s on, aircraft is 
high speed mode, please �y carefully.

 n  RTH / Pause button: Long press over 1.5 
seconds, aircraft will start RTH mode,short 
press this button, aircraft will stop intelligent 
mode(except low battery return),and hover.

 o  Right joystick

Left

Descend

Right

Ascend

Left rotation

Backward

Right rotation

Forward
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(2).  Mode 2

4).  How to control the aircraft
After the aircraft takes o�, refer to the following diagram to control the aircraft.

(1).  Mode1

(2).  Mode2

Left

Backward

Right

Forward

Left rotation

Descend

Right rotation

Ascend

RC Aircraft RC Aircraft

Ascend

Descend

Forward

Backward

Right Rotation Left Rotation

Left Right

RC Aircraft RC Aircraft

Ascend

Descend

Forward

Backward

Right Rotation Left Rotation

Left Right
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5.  Battery life check
Tap the on/o� button to know the current battery level by the lighting status of the indicator.

6.  Charge

1).  Charging the aircraft battery

Before each use of the aircraft battery, please ensure that the battery is fully charged. If the battery is 
low, please remove the battery and charging cable and charge it according to the following diagram.

2).  Charging the remote control

If the remote control is low on power, please charge it as shown below:

Attention ：

● The o�cial special charger provided must be used for charging.

● The battery temperature of the aircraft is high after the �ight, so must wait about half anhour 
for the battery to cool down before charging.

● Charging must be done under adult supervision. It must not be used by children. Please keep 
away from �ammable materials when charging.

● Do not leave the monitoring range of this product.The power of the USB power adapter 
determines the length of charging time.

Battery capacity

Battery capacity

Battery capacity

Red light �ashing,charging.
Solid green light, 
charging complete.

Charger wire Adaptor Household powerBalance charger

Aircraft battery

RC Charger wire Adaptor
Household 

power socket
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7.  Download Enjoy-Fly2 APP
Enjoy-Fly2 supports Android 6.0 and above, and iOS 10.0 and above. Scan the 
QR code below to enter the link to download the APP.

For better experience, please make sure to connect your phone and run 
Enjoy-Fly2 before �ying.

Attention ：

● Please make sure the phone is fully charged before using Enjoy-Fly2.

● When use Enjoy-Fly2 on your phone, please focus on the control of the �ying machine.

● Do not answer calls, send or receive text messages or use other phone functions while �ying.

● The maps used in the map screen must be downloaded from the Internet. Before using this 
function, it is recommended to connect your mobile device to the Internet to cache the maps.

● Users who use the aircraft in mainland China need to complete real name registration according 
to the relevant regulations of the Civil Aviation Administration of China, please register through 
the CAAC.

● Please register through the CAAC real-name registration system for drones. For more 
information, please visit https://uas.caac.gov.cn.

● Enjoy-Fly2 will continue to optimize, iterate, upgrade and add new features from time to time, so 
the contents of this section may di�er from the APP.

● Please refer to the actual interface of APP for details.Enjoy-Fly2 interface description.

8.  Enjoy-Fly2 interface description
Through Enjoy-Fly2 APP, user can watch the images taken by the camera in real time, and user can 
also check the current status and data of the �ying machine. user can also Control the �ight, as well 
as control the camera of the aircraft, control the photo, video and set the �ight parameters.

Turn on the power of the remote control and connect the phone and the remote control with the 
data cable. Open Enjoy-Fly2 to enter the APP homepage, when the upper left corner of the interface

When the top left corner of the interface shows "Connected Device", click "Start Flight" to enter the 
control interface.Prepare the remote control

dba e f g h

i 

j

k

l

n

o

p q sr t

m

c
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9.  Prepare the remote control

1).  Install the rocker and unfold the antenna

The remote control in the storage state is not installed with the rocker, user need to take out the 
rocker from the accessory package in the package and install it to the remote control before using. 
After that, unfold the Open the remote control and open the cable.

2).  Install the phone and connect the data cable.

There are 3 kinds of data cables included in the package, please select the appropriate cable to 
connect the remote control to the phone according to the phone interface model.

a  Homepage : back .

b  Flight mode and status prompt:   tnerruc eht yalpsiD
�ight status .

c  Return Progress: Display the current low power return 
progress of the vehicle.

d Remote Control Signal:  Display the signal of remote 
control.

e  GPS signal of phone: Display the GPS accuracy of phone.

f  GPS status: Display the GPS.

g  Battery life: Display the current battery life.

h  General Settings:  Click the icon to expand the settings 
menu, the sub-menu includes aircraft settings,Obstacle 
avoidance function setting, remote control setting, 
aircraft battery setting and others set up.

i  Aircraft �ght status data:

HS:the current horizontal �ight speed of the aircraft.

VS: the current vertical �ight speed of the aircraft.

H:  the altitude of the aircraft's current position and take-
o� point.

D: the distance between the current position of the 
aircraft and the take-o� point.

j  One key take-o� / landing: Before the aircraft takes 
o�, the take-o� icon  is displayed. After clicking , the 
aircraft will automatically takeo� and hover at a height of 
1.2 meters. After the aircraft takes o�, the landing icon 

, is displayed, and the aircraft automatically descends 
to the ground after clicking. Will automatically takeo� 
and hover at a height of 1.2 meters

k  Start or exit the RTH ：In the process of returning, click 
this icon, and the aircraft will stop returning and enter 
the hovering position.

l  Integrated position display:  Display the map, the 
orientation of the aircraft relative to the person,the 
direction of the nose, the direction and position of the 
mobile phone.

m  Camera Pitch Angle: Displays the current camera angle. 
camera horizontally forward is 0 degrees, the angle is 
negative when the camera is down, and the angle is 
positive when the camera is up.

n  SD card capacity: Display the used capacity of SD card in 
the aircraft and total capacity.

o  Camera zoom status:  Display the current camera zoom 
magni�cation

p  Photo/video switch: Click this icon to switch between 
photo and video modes.

q  Photo/video button:  click this icon to take a photo in 
photo mode; click this icon to start recording in video 
mode, click again to stop and save the video.

r  Camera Settings: Set di�erent parameter of camera.

s  One  key shoot: Contain 'dronie,rocket,circle,helix,boom
erang ' mode.

t  Album: Open the photo and video storage of the aircraft 
place. Tap pictures or videos to quickly share, download 
or manage �les.

(2).Unfolded Antenna(1).Installing the stick
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Attention:

● During the �ight, the direction of the remote control antenna is very important, which directly 
a�ects the �ight distance and the quality of the image transmission.

● When the antenna and the back of the remote controller have an included angle of 180° or 270° 
and the antenna plane is facing the aircraft, the signal quality of the remote control and the 
aircraft can reach the best state.

● The antenna position should be adjusted to ensure that the aircraft is always in the best 
communication range.

● When controlling the aircraft, user should adjust the orientation and distance between the 
remote control and the aircraft, and adjust the antenna position to ensure that the aircraft is 
always .

● Communication equipment in the same frequency band will cause interference to the aircraft, 
please stay away from interference sources when �ying.

10.  Preparing the aircraft
The aircraft is shipped in a stowed condition, please follow the steps below to prepare the aircraft .

(2).Connect the data cable(1).Unfolded Antenna

(2).Separate the propeller 
blades.

(1).Extend the front and 
rear arms outward.

(3) .Remove the gimbal 
cover.

  (5).Insert the battery.(4).Insert the SD card. (6).Complete.
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Note: Ensure that the aircraft is shut down when installing or removing the obstacle avoidance 
module. Disassembly and assembly of the obstacle avoidance module when the aircraft is started 
may damage the obstacle avoidance module, resulting in abnormal function.

11.  Ready to �y

1).  Start and connect
(1) Long press the power switch for 2 seconds to turn on the power of the remote control.
(2) Long press the power switch for 2 seconds to switch on the aircraft battery switch to turn on 

the aircraft.
(3) Put the aircraft still in a horizontal position, wait until the connection status indicator of the 

remote controller changes from red to green, and the aircraft status indicator changes from 
blue to green, indicating that the connection is successful.

Note:Before turning on the power of the aircraft, make sure that the gimbal protective cover is 
removed and the front and rear arms are unfolded, so as not to a�ect the self-test of the aircraft.

2).  Activate the aircraft and bind the device

Brand new aircraft must be activated through the Enjoy-Fly2 App. Please turn on the aircraft and the 
remote controller, run Enjoy-Fly2 and operate according to the interface prompts. The mobile device 
requires Internet access during the activation process.

3).  Upgrade

After activating the aircraft and the remote control, if Enjoy-Fly2 prompts that there is a new �rmware 
upgrade, it is recommended that users follow the Enjoy-Fly2 prompts to upgrade to obtain a better 
experience

4).  GPS satellite positioning signal description

The GPS status icon of the aircraft in the upper right corner of the status bar at the top of the APP, 
as shown in the �gure below, displays the current number of satellites connected to the GPS of the 
aircraft and the signal strength.

When the aircraft status indicator is steady green, it means that the GPS has successfully positioned 
and the aircraft can take o� safely.

When the aircraft status indicator light is blinking green, it means that the GPS signal is weak or there 
is no signal. At this time, the GPS fails to locate, and it is not recommended to �y. When the GPS is 
not positioned, the �ight altitude will be limited to 6 meters. At this time, there is no return function, 
please do not �y out of sight.

5).  Prepare �ght inspection
(1) Make sure the remote controller, aircraft battery, and mobile device are fully charged.

15
80

RC

The current number of 
satellites connected GPS signal strength
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(2) Make sure the propellers intact and installed correctly.
(3) Make sure that front and rear arms and the blades are fully unfolded.
(4) Make sure gimbal cover is removed
(5) Make sure that the camera lens is clean.
(6) Make sure the micro SD card installed correctly.
(7) Ensure that the battery is �rmly installed.
(8) Always use original components or accessories certi�ed by the manufacturer. The use of non-

original accessories may pose a hazard to the use of the aircraft.
(9) If there is an obstacle avoidance module, please con�rm that the module is installed securely, 

and the lens is clean and free of dirt.

12.  Operate the aircraft takeo�

1).  Unlock to �y

(1).    Manually control the aircraft or use the one-key takeo� and landing function to 
start �ying.

Toggle the left and right joysticks outward as to get the propellers started to rotate. Slowly push the 
throttle, the aircraft will takeo�.

(2).  One-key takeo� 

Long press the ' ' button for 2 to 3 seconds. When the remote controller beeps steadily, the aircraft 
will automatically takeo� and ascend to altitude of 1.2 meters and hover.

Or Click the ' ' on app, then click confrm, the aircraft will automatically takeo� and ascend to altitude 
of 1.2 meters and hover.

Note:Please make sure the safe distance for operate.

2).  Operate the aircraft fying

Reference page33 'throttle control stick mode'.

Slowly push the throttleToggle the left and right joysticks outward

Long press the button for 2 to 3 seconds Click this icon
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3).  Flight gear

Control the aircraft with the normal gear or the sport gear, need to switch the gear through the 
switch on the remote control.

Sport o�

Use GPS positioning, optical �ow positioning system to achieve precise hovering, stable �ight, 
intelligent �ight functions, etc.

When the GPS signal is good, GPS can be used for precise positioning; when the GPS signal is not 
good, and the environmental conditions such as lighting meet the requirements of the optical �ow 
system, the optical �ow system can be used for positioning. In normal mode, the maximum �ying 
speed is 10m/s.

Sport on

Using GPS module, optical �ow positioning system, the aircraft can achieve precise hovering and 
stable �ight. When the Sport mode is turned on, the control sensitivity of the aircraft will be adjusted, 
and the maximum �ight speed will be increased to 14 m/s.

Note: When the GPS satellite signal is poor or the compass is disturbed and does not meet the 
working conditions of visual positioning,the aircraft will enter the altitude mode. In the altitude 
mode, the aircraft will drift in the horizontal direction; And some intelligent �ight functions will 
not be available. Therefore, in this mode, the aircraft itself cannot achieve hover and autonomous 
braking, so it should land to a safe position as soon as possible to avoid accidents. user should try 
our best to avoid �ying in GPS satellite with poor signal and narrow space, so as to avoid entering 
altitude mode and causing �ight accidents.

4).  RTH and pause

Aircraft has return-to-home (RTH) function, and there are 3 types of RTH: one-key RTH, low battery 
RTH and lose control RTH.

Before the aircraft takes o�, when the aircraft status indicator turns green and the GPS mode is 
displayed on the app, the current position of the aircraft will be recorded as the return point.

(1).  One-key RTH
When the GPS signal is good (the aircraft status indicator is solid green), the aircraft can return to the 
return point via the ' ' button on the remote control, and the return process is the same as lose 
control RTH. The di�erence is that when the aircraft returns and begins to land, the user can control 
the aircraft through the joystick to avoid obstacles and change the landing position. After pressing 
and Short press ' ' button for more than 2 seconds to exit the return, the user can regain control of 
the aircraft.

During RTH, user can control altitude of aircraft, adjustment range is between altitude of RTH to limit 
altitude of aircraft.

Pull the SPORT switch to switch gears
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(2).  Low battery RTH
During the �ight, when the battery power of the aircraft is low enough to return home, a selection 
pop-up window will appear in the APP at the same time. At this point: If the user selects "Con�rm", 
the aircraft will immediately execute the return procedure. During the return process, the user can 
click the return icon on the APP interface Terminate the return �ight. After that, the aircraft will no 
longer perform low-power return, and the user needs to control the return of the aircraft by himself;

If the user selects "Cancel", the aircraft will continue to �y in the current state, and the user can 
control the aircraft normally. After that, the aircraft will no longer perform low-power return, and the 
user needs to control the return of the aircraft by himself;

If the user does not choose, the aircraft will immediately execute the return procedure after the 
10-second countdown in the APP ends.

During the return process, the user can adjust the altitude of the aircraft through the joystick, and the 
adjustment range is between the current return altitude and the set "return altitude setting". When 
the aircraft lands, the user can control the aircraft to avoid obstacles and change the landing position.

When the battery power of the aircraft reaches a serious low level, the status indicator of the aircraft 
will turn red and double �ash, and the aircraft will perform a forced landing procedure.

When the aircraft lands, the user can control the aircraft to avoid obstacles and change the landing 
position.

(3).  Lose control RTH
When the GPS signal is good (the aircraft status indicator is solid green), the compass is working 
normally, and the aircraft successfully records the return point, if the remote control signal continues 
to be lost for more than 2 seconds, the �ght control system will take over the control of the aircraft 
and control the aircraft to �y back to the last recorded return point. If the signal of the remote 
controller is restored later during the �ght, the return process will continue, but the user can cancel 
the return and regain the control of the aircraft through the Pause button ' '.

During lose control RTH, user can control altitude of aircraft, adjustment range is between altitude of 
RTH to limit altitude of aircraft.

● In order to ensure an accurate return position, please use this mode to take o� after the GPS 
has been positioned (the status indicator light is always green) in an open and �at area (no 
large buildings within a radius of 50m, and the ground is �at within a radius of 10m). The return 
function will take e�ect.

● Failure to meet take-o� and set-up conditions is at the user's own risk.

● Before using the Smart Return to Home function, make sure the aircraft has been positioned by 
GPS before takeo�.

● During RTH process, when the aircraft is �ying above 30 meters, the aircraft will immediately 
perform the RTH function; when �ying below 30 meters, the aircraft will rise to 30 meters 
automatically and then perform the RTH function

● When the GPS signal is poor or the GPS does not work, it is not possible to return.

● If the aircraft fails to locate by GPS, and the remote control signal continues to be interrupted for 
more than 2 seconds, the aircraft will not be able to return. At this time, the aircraft will slowly 
descend until it lands and stops propellers.

● The return altitude is set to 30m by default, and the �ight limit altitude is set to 120m by default. 
Users can set appropriate parameters on the "Aircraft Settings" page of the APP according to 
their needs.
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5).  Operate the aircraft landing

Choose any of the following methods to control the aircraft to land:

(1).  Manually operate the remote control to land:
Slowly pull down the throttle stick, and the aircraft will land slowly. When the aircraft lands, continue 
to keep the throttle stick at the lowest position until the propeller stops rotating.

(2).  One key land

Press and hold  the one-key takeo� and landing button on the remote control for 2-3 seconds, the 
remote control will make a "beep-beep-beep-" sound, and the aircraft will land vertically from the 
current position until the propeller stops rotating.

Or click the icon  on the APP interface, and the APP will pop up a con�rmation dialog box. After 
clicking ‘’OK‘, the aircraft will land vertically from the current position until the propeller stops rotating.

(3).  Automatic landing after automatic return or low power return and other intelligent 
return.

Note: During landing, please keep a safe distance from the aircraft.

6).  Power o�

After completing the �ight, please turn o� the power of the aircraft and the remote control in 
sequence.

13.  Gimbal
The three-axis stabilized gimbal provides a stable platform for the camera, so that the camera can 
take stable pictures even when the aircraft is �ying at high speed.

The user can control the tilt angle of the camera through the pull wheel on the remote control, and 
the angle rotation range is from -90° to 20° .

Slowly pull down the throttle stick

Long press 2-3seconds Click this icon

Slide the control slider 
to the left,The camera 
rotates down .

Slide the control slider 
to the right,The camera 
rotates up.
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14.  Photo/video
Users can use the remote control buttons to take pictures and record videos, or click the icon on the 
APP to take pictures and record videos.

1).  Operate on app
(1) Select the working mode: touch the camera working 

mode change icon' ' to switch the working mode 
(2) Take a photo: Click the photo icon ' ' to take a 

photo.
(3) Recording: Click the recording icon ' ' to start 

recording, and then click the recording icon ' ' again 
to stop recording and save the recording to the 
aircraft SD card.

The camera on the APP interface of the mobile device must receive the screen transmitted by the 
aircraft camera, in order to realize the control on the APP interface.

2).  Operate on remote control

Take a photo: Short press  the button on the upper left corner of the remote control, the remote 
control makes a "beep" sound, and the camera takes a photo and saves it to the aircraft SD card.

Video recording: Short press  the button on the upper right corner of the remote control, the 
remote control will make a "beep - beep" sound, and the camera will start recording. Press the button 
again, the remote controller will make a "beep-beep" sound, the camera will stop and save the video.

Note: Please stop recording before shutting down, otherwise the �le may be damaged.
When the aircraft has no SD card or the memory card has an error, the shooting �les will be 
stored in the phone’s SD card, and the video �le quality is normal at this time.

Cannot take pictures during video recording.

15.  Intelligent �ight mode
The aircraft can automatically shoot a variety of classic aerial photography according to the set 
auxiliary shooting �ight mode. Auxiliary shooting �ight modes include dronie mode, circle mode, 
rocket mode, helix mode, etc.

Warning:

● Please use the intelligent �ight function in an open and unobstructed environment without 
obstacles, and always pay attention to whether there are people, animals, buildings and other 
obstacles in the path of the aircraft.

● Always pay attention to objects from around the aircraft and use manual operations to avoid 
accidents (such as collisions) and obstructions to the aircraft.

● Please do not use the smart �ight function near buildings or places with poor GNSS signal, 
otherwise it may lead to unexpected situations such as unstable �ight trajectory of the aircraft.

● When users use the intelligent �ight function, please be sure to abide by the local laws and 
regulations on privacy.

 Dronie mode:

After locking the target, click the Fade button on the App interface, the aircraft will align with the 
target, and automatically �y away from the target while rising. When the time limit is reached or click 
the Fade button again, the Fade will be canceled.

Mode change

Video

Camera settings 

Album

Photo
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 Circle mode

After locking the target, click the orbit button on the App interface, and the aircraft will aim at the 
target and continue to orbit. When the time limit is reached or click the orbit button again, the orbit 
will be canceled.

 Rocket mode

After locking the target, click the sky button on the App interface, the aircraft will aim at the target, 
automatically �y directly above the target and start to climb, when the time limit is reached or click 
the sky button again, the sky mode will be canceled.

 Helix mode

After locking the target, click the helix button on the App interface, the aircraft will aim at the target, 
automatically climb while �ying around the circle and then �y to the top of the target, and then start 
to climb. When the time limit is reached or click the sky button again, the sky mode will be canceled.

Note:During the above-mentioned smart �ight process, press the pause button on the remote 
control, the aircraft will stop cruising and hover at the current position for standby.

16.  Other instructions

1).  Optical �ow position hold
The aircraft is equipped with optical �ow position system, which provides better environmental 
adaptability. 
The optical �ow positioning system is located at the bottom of the fuselage. As shown the 
camera module  , optical �ow positioning system obtains aircraft position information 
through image.

Optical �ow position system
The optical �ow position system is typically used in indoor environment when GPS is weak or 
unavailable. It works best when the altitude is less than 3 meters.

Note:
Please pay attention to the �ight environment. Optical �ow position system only play a safety 
auxiliary role under limited conditions and cannot replace human judgment and control. The 
user should always pay attention to the surrounding environment during the �ight, maintain 
the control of the aircraft and be responsible for the control behavior.
The measurement accuracy of optical �ow positioning system is easily a�ected by light 

intensity and object surface texture. Therefore, the optical �ow position system in the following 
scenarios cannot work normally, so it must be used with caution.

1) Solid color surface (e.g. pure black, pure white, pure red, pure green).
2) A surface (such as ice) that has strong re�ections or re�ections.
3) The surface of water or transparent objects.

a
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4) The surface of a moving object (e.g. above a stream of people, shrubs or grass blown by a strong 
wind).

5) A scene in which the light changes dramatically and rapidly.
6) Object surfaces that are particularly dark (light intensity less than 10 Lux) or particularly bright 

(light intensity greater than 40000 Lux).
7) Material surface with strong absorption or re�ection of infrared (such as mirror).
8) Surfaces with particularly sparse texture (e.g. electric poles, pipes, etc.).
9) The surface of an object with a high degree of texture repetition (such as small checkered bricks 

of the same color).
10) Small obstacles (such as branches, wires, etc.).

Do not block or interfere with the optical �ow position system in any way, and ensure that the 
lens is clear and free of stains.
Avoid �ying in rainy and foggy weather or other scenes with low visibility (visibility less than 
100 m).

2).  Replace the propeller

The propellers are already installed on the aircraft when it leaves the factory. If the propeller is 
damaged during use, please replace it as shown in the �gure.

Note:

● Propellers are vulnerable consumables. If necessary, please purchase accessories separately.

● The propellers on the same motor must be replaced at the same time, otherwise there may be a 
large vibration, which will a�ect the �ight performance and image quality.

● When replacing the propeller, make sure that the character on the installed propeller is the 
same as that of the removed propeller (for example, both are CW or both are CCW).Make sure 
that the arrow mark on the propeller is in the same direction as the arrow mark on the arm. If 
the propeller is installed incorrectly, the aircraft will not be able to �y normally and may cause 
injury.

● Due to the thinness of the propeller, please be careful when installing it to prevent accidental 
scratches.

● Please use o�cial propeller accessories.

3).  Compass calibration

The aircraft has a built-in compass, which can ensure that the aircraft maintains an accurate heading 
during intelligent �ight.

If any of the following situations occur, please calibrate the compass of the aircraft:

● Enjoy-Fly2 APP or when prompted to calibrate the compass;

Turn the screw counterclockwise 
to remove the propeller.

Install the propeller and screw, 
turn the screw clockwise to lock.

When installing the propeller, make 
sure that the arrow on the propeller is 
in the same direction as the arrow on 
the arm.
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● When the aircraft status indicator indicates that the compass is abnormal (the blue and green 
lights �ash alternately);

● When hovering in a circle, or �ying straight and deviated from the course, please land in time to 
calibrate the compass.

Enter calibration mode

The mobile device, the aircraft and the remote controller are all connected, and the compass 
calibration is turned on in the Enjoy-Fly2 APP settings of the mobile device (path: > Aircraft Settings 
> Click "Calibrate Compass" on the right of "Sensor Calibration").

When the APP pops up a prompt, please follow the prompt to check the current environment and 
keep away from metal objects, and then click the "Calibrate" icon. at this time,

When the aircraft status indicator light turns red and blue and �ashes alternately, it enters the 
compass calibration mode. At this time, please operate the aircraft according to the prompts of the 
APP.

Compass calibration

If the status indicator turns red and stays on for about 6 seconds, it means that the compass 
calibration has failed. Please change the position and follow the above steps to re-calibrate.

Note:
● After changing the �ight site, be sure to calibrate the compass before the �rst �ight.
● During use, if the indicator light of the aircraft is "blue and green lights �ashing alternately", it 

means that the compass is abnormal, and the compass needs to be calibrated.
● Please keep away from the environment with magnetic �eld interference during calibration, 

otherwise the calibration will fail.
● Do not calibrate in areas with strong magnetic �elds, such as magnetic mines, parking lots, 

construction areas with underground steel bars, etc.
● When calibrating, please do not carry ferromagnetic materials around, such as keys and mobile 

phones.
● Do not calibrate near large pieces of metal.

4).  Switch mode 2 / mode 1

Switch to left hand throttle (Mode 2, American hand) mode

First pull the left joystick to the lowest position, then press and hold the two buttons at the same time 
to turn on the power.

2）When the APP prompts to rotate the aircraft 
vertically, turn the nose of the aircraft vertically 
upwards and rotate it horizontally. When the aircraft 
status indicator turns green (�ickering or steady on), 
the calibration is complete.

1）When the APP prompts to rotate the aircraft 
horizontally, put the aircraft �at and rotate it 
horizontally. When the status indicator of the 
aircraft turns red and green and �ashes alternately, 
the horizontal calibration is completed;

GroundGround
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When the remote control 'beeps' and the green light is always on, it has successfully switched to the 
left hand throttle mode. Then release the joystick and buttons, and restart the remote control to use 
it.

Switch to right-hand throttle (Mode1, Japanese hand) mode

First pull the right joystick to the lowest position, then press and hold the two buttons at the same 
time to turn on the power.

When the remote control 'beeps' and the green light is always on, it has successfully switched to the 
right-hand throttle mode. Then release the joystick and buttons, and restart the remote control to 
use it.

5).  Instructions for Binding the Aircraft to the Remote Control

The set version of the drone has been bound to the remote control when it leaves the factory, and 
the user can use it after turning it on.

If the remote control is replaced, or the aircraft and the remote controller are not paired and bound 
for other reasons, please follow the steps below to complete the frequency binding:

(1) Turn on the power of the aircraft and the remote controller respectively;

(2) Use a data cable to connect the remote control and the mobile phone;

(3) Open Enjoy-Fly2, enter "Homepage Devices --> My --> Remote Control Pairing", and click the 
"Remote Control Pairing" option;

(4) Click Scan in the dialog box to display the name of the scanned aircraft;

(5) Please select the name of the aircraft, such as "Drone-xxxxxx", click "OK" after con�rmation and 
wait;

6) When the aircraft status indicator turns green slowly �ashing or steady on, it means the remote 
control has been bound to the aircraft.

17.  Battery Usage Instructions and Storage Safety
● Be sure to store the intelligent �ight battery in a cool and dry place.

● Improper use, charging or storage of batteries may result in �re and personal injury. Be sure to 
use the battery according to the following safety guidelines.

Notes on battery use ：
(1) Do not expose the battery to any liquid, do not immerse the battery in water or get it wet. 

Do not use the battery in rain or wet environment. When the battery comes into contact with 
water, it may undergo a decomposition reaction, causing the battery to ignite spontaneously, 
and may even cause an explosion.
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(2) It is strictly forbidden to use batteries not provided by our company. If user need to replace 
it, please go to the company's o�cial website for relevant purchase information. Due to the 
use of non-company. The company is not responsible for battery accidents and �ight failures 
caused by the batteries provided by the company.

(3) Do not use bulging, leaking or damaged batteries. If the above situation occurs, please 
contact the company or its designated agent for further processing.

(4) Before installing or removing the battery from the aircraft, please keep the battery power o�. 
Do not unplug when the battery power is on battery, otherwise the power connector may be 
damaged.

(5) The battery should be used at an ambient temperature of -10~45 ℃ .   If the temperature  is 
too high (higher than 50 ℃ ), it will cause the battery to  catch �re or even explode. over   tem-
perature low (below -10 ℃ ), battery life will be severely compromised.

(6) Do not use the battery in a strong static or magnetic �eld environment. Otherwise, the battery 
protection board will fail, which will lead to serious failure of the aircraft.

(7) It is forbidden to disassemble or pierce the battery with sharp objects in any way. Otherwise, 
it will cause the battery to catch �re or even explode.

(8) The liquid inside the battery is highly corrosive, if there is leakage, please stay away. If the 
internal liquid splashes on the human skin or eyes, please clean it immediately. Flush with 
water for at least 15 minutes and seek medical attention immediately.

(9) If the battery is dropped from the aircraft or subjected to external impact, it cannot be used 
again.

(10)  If the battery accidentally falls into water during �ight or other circumstances, please pull out 
the battery immediately and place it in a safe open place area, keep away from the battery 
until the battery is completely dry. Dried batteries should not be reused and should be 
discarded and disposed of properly.

(11)  Do not place the battery in a microwave or pressure cooker.
(12)  Do not place battery cells on a �at conductor.
(13)  It is forbidden to short-circuit the positive and negative poles of the battery with wires or 

other metal objects.
(14)  Do not hit the battery. Do not place heavy objects on the battery or charger.
(15)  If there is dirt on the battery interface, wipe it o� with a dry cloth. Otherwise, it will cause 

poor contact, which will cause energy loss or failure to charge.

Battery storage safety and warnings ：
(1) Do not put the battery close to �re sources such as open �ames or heaters.
(2) Please keep the battery out of the reach of children.
(3) Please ensure that the battery is stored at room temperature: around 25 ℃ .
(4) For batteries that are not used for a long time, please control the storage voltage between 

7.3V~7.7V.
(5) When not in use for a long time, check whether the battery storage status is abnormal every 

two weeks, and recharge and discharge activation every two months to maintain the activity 
of the battery.
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18.  Speci�cation

1).  Aircraft

Size (fold) 
Size (unfold) 

165 x 188 x 59 mm (LxWxH)
142 x 84 x 57 mm (LxWxH)

Wheelbase 218 mm

Weight 238g

Max ascent speed Normal mode: 2.5m/s, Sport mode: 4m/s, RTH mode: 3.5m/s

Max descent speed Normal mode: 2m/s, Sport mode: 3m/s, RTH mode: 3m/s

Max speed Normal mode: 8m/s, Sport mode: 14m/s, RTH mode: 12m/s

Max service ceiling above sea 4000m

Max �ight time 26 mins

Satellite positioning systems GPS / GLONASS 

Hover accuracy range
Vertical:  +/- 0.5 m
Horizonal: ± 0.3 m (Optical �ow system works)

Maximum �ight height 120m (maximum 500m (need to change setting on app)

Operating temperature range 0~40℃

2).  Optical �ow system

Operating environment Surface with clear pattern and adequate lighting (lux > 15)

  egnar yticoleV

Altitude range 0.5~5m

3).  3-axis gimbal

Controllable Pitch: -90 ° ~20°

Stabilization Pitch:+35/-125 ° , Roll: ± 35° , Yaw:±30°

Pitch speed 12° /s (default), can be set from 4 ° -28° /s

Angle jitter amount ±0.01°

4).  Camera

Sensor Sony CMOS

Image size 3840×2160 (20MP)

Shooting mode Single shot

Video recording resolution 3840×2160

Maximum video bit 25 Mbps

Supported �le systems FAT32(<=32GB) 

Photo JPEG

Video MP4

Supported SD cards Micro SD™ Max capacity:128GB. C10 rating required

Operating temperature range 0~40℃
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5).  Battery

Capacity 2100mAh

Voltage 7.7V

Battery type LiPo 2S

Energy 16.17Wh

Net weight 82 g

Max charging power 35W

Charge time <2.5h (with 5V 2A adapter)

Charging temperature range 0~40℃

6).  APP

Mobile app Enjoy-Fly2

Live view quality Maximum 720P, the resolution will be automatically switched according to the 
environmental conditions

Aerial photography mode Dronie,rocket,circle,helix

Required operating systems Andrio 6.0 above, IOS 10.0 above

FPV transmission distance 3000m

7).  Charger

Input 5 V 2A (recommend)

Output 4.35V 1A ×2

Rated power 10W

8).  Remote controller
Operating frequency 5.8 GHz

Max transmission distance 3000m

Transmitter power (EIRP) ＜ 26 dBm （FCC），＜ 20 dBm （CE/SRRC/MIC ）

Operating current / voltage 700mA @ 3.7V

Capacity 2600mAh

Battery capacity (built-in) 3.7V

Battery type LiPo 18650 1S

Battery power 9.62Wh

Operating temperature range 0~40℃

Supported mobile device size Thickness supported:6.5-8.5mm

Charge USB

Maximum charge power 5W

Charge time < 2.5h(with 5V 2A adapter)
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19.  Packing detail
Before using this product, please check whether the product package contains all the 
following items. If something is missing, please contact our company or authorized dealers.

Operation Manual
  x1

Remote controller x1

Screwdriver x1 Disclaimer and  safety 
guidelines x1

Balance charger x1Aircraft x1

Aircraft battery
(The number of batteries varies 
with di�erent con�gurations)

USB wire x1 Date wire x3

Propellers x4


